you think you're smart don't you? well...you are, okay? you win.

germ* buster
bathrooms get a bad rap. from bathroom-
specific stink to the potent cleaners used to
combat them, it can seem like rather cheerless
territory, but it doesn't have to be that way.
eliminate dirt, germs* + the accompanying
odors with our antibacterial bathroom
cleaner, no breath-holding necessary.

*kills 99.9% of household germs, including influenza A
ill, rotavirus, staphylococcus aureus, rhinovirus, salmonella
enterica, on hard, non-porous surfaces.

method
ANTIBAC
bathroom cleaner

spearmint

made by and for people against dirty
directions for use:
it is a violation of Federal law to use this product
in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. for heavily
soiled surfaces precleaning is required.
cleaning instructions: spray surface and wipe clean.
to disinfect: spray until thoroughly wet. let stand
for 10 minutes. wipe clean.
to sanitize non-food contact hard non-porous
surfaces: spray until thoroughly wet. let stand
for 5 minutes.

storage and disposal: non-refillable container.
store airtight at room temperature. do not reuse
or refill this empty container. offer empty container
for recycling. if recycling is not available, discard
in trash.

past: it's always a good idea to test in an
inconspicuous place first.

ANTIBACTERIAL
KILLS 99.9% OF HOUSEHOLD GERMS*

NET CONTENTS:
28 FL. OZ (828 ml)

KEEP OUT OF REACH
OF CHILDREN
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